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ABSTRACT:  
 

Pattern recognition of hand gestures associated with different alphabets and key press events contributes 

enormously towards human computer interaction. Nonverbal communication using hand gesture provides user 

friendly way of interaction with the computer. A recognition system is developed to translate hand gestures into 

key press events using only shape parameters. Real time system for hand gesture recognition is largely based on 

detection of meaningful shape based features. This paper is a survey on gesture recognition approaches in which 

includes static hand posture methods that are explained with different tools and algorithms applied on gesture 

recognition system namely hidden Markov model and fuzzy clustering. 
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[1] INTRODUCTION  

Gesture represents physical behavior or emotional expression. It includes body gesture and hand gesture. 

The study of gestures and other nonverbal types of communication is known as kinesics. Gesture of the 

hand denotes a sign; the movement of the body conveys some message. Gesture can be used as a tool of 

communication between computer and human. Recognizing gestures as input makes computers more 

accessible for the physically-impaired and makes interaction more natural in a gaming or 3-D virtual 

reality environment. 

 

Gesture control is recognizing and identifying movements of the human body in order to interact with 

and control a computer system without direct physical contact. Gesture recognition, along with facial 

recognition, voice recognition, eye tracking and lip movement recognition are components of what 

developers refer to as a perceptual user interface (PUI). 

The main aim of PUI is to enhance the efficiency and ease of use for the underlying logical design of a 

stored program, a design discipline known as usability. 
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Hand gesture recognition is very significant for human computer interaction. Various real-time methods 

are available for hand gesture recognition like the algorithm which extracts hand region from the 

background with the BGS(Background subtraction method).Later, the palm and fingers are segmented so 

as to detect and recognize the fingers. Finally, a rule classifier is applied to predict the labels of hand 

gestures. The experiments on the data set of images indicate high efficiency. Hand gesture recognition 

has great value in many applications such as sign language recognition, augmented reality, sign language 

interpreters for the disabled, and robot control. 

 

 

[2] COMPARISION BETWEEN TECHNIQUES  

 

Figure: 1. Survey of hand gesture recognition techniques. 

 

The recognition of gesture involves several algorithms, such as pattern recognition, motion detection and 

analysis and machine learning. Various tools and techniques are utilized in gesture recognition systems 

namely computer vision, image processing and pattern recognition.  

 

Kouichi [1] used data gloves for input to the system , neural network was applied to gesture recognition 

along with recurrent neural network for the gesture recognition system. Parallel distributed processing 

(PDP) computational model was used. Using data structures in the form of neural networks , was used 

for this because of its learning capabilities. It has been applied to models of pattern recognition. 

 

E.Stergiopoulou, N.Papamarkos [2] proposed technique based on neural network shape fitting procedure 

and hand gesture features. YCbCr color space filtering procedure is used. Fast procedure, results in 
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noiseless segmented images. It doesn't take into account variation of the skin color and the lighting 

conditions. Invariance towards the hand’s size and slope is taken into account. Gaussian distribution of 

the finger features makes the recognition rate approach 90.45%. 

 

Xingyan Li [3], paper implements algorithm on static hand gesture recognition system. The Fuzzy C-

Means algorithm makes way for fast speed and reliability to perform any desired task.The accuracy of 

recognition drops quickly when the distance between the user and the camera is greater than 1.5 meters 

or even when the lighting is too strong. 

 

Simei G. Wysoski, Marcus V. Lamar†, Susumu Kuroyanagi , Akira Iwata [4], used system boundary 

chord’s size histograms and multilayer perceptron (MLP) neural network as classifier. Overcomes problems 

due to computational time, memory requirement and classification accuracy.  A fast search method for the 

boundary chain start-point definition was proposed. Results are robust in the gesture posture classification 

problem. Chord’s size histograms are used followed by the MLP classifier. 

 

 

V.S.Kulkarni and Dr. S.D.Lokhande [5], provides robustness when there is change in gesture even when 

system is placed non-uniform background.   Hence Histogram technique is used to classify small set of 

ASL alphabets or gestures that completely different from each other. More set of sign gestures segmentation 

method are requires for more set of sign gestures segmentation method. Differentiation is minor issure in 

this approach. Usage of edge detection with segmentation method gives recognition rate of 92.33%.  

 

Chang-Yi Kao and Chin-Shyurng Fahn [6], recognition is done by taking few samples to maintain multiple 

hypotheses rather than conventional particle filters, this reduces computational cost to a great extent. A new 

method that maps circle plates to locate hand was proposed. This new method used Bressenham’s midpoint 

circle scan-conversion algorithm with second-order differences. This algorithm provided with satisfactory 

accuracy of 96% 

 

Nasser H. Dardas and Nicolas D.Georganas [7]  proposed real-time system consisting of three modules: 

hand detection and tracking using face subtraction, skin detection and contour comparison algorithm, 

posture recognition and multiclass SVM, along with a grammar that generates a large number of gesture 

commands by monitoring the scale of the detected hand posture, its direction of movement, and posture 

transitions . For all training images key-points  are extracted using SIFT algorithm, VQ is performed on the 

key points for every image using a k-means clustering that maps them into a unified dimensional bag-of-

words vector, which gives an input vector for building the multiclass SVM classifier model.SVM classifier 

gets used in the testing stage to classify hand posture captured from a webcam. Experimes show that the 

system can achieve satisfactory real-time performance regardless of the frame resolution size. It even 

provides high accuracy with cuttered background. Important factors that affect the accuracy are quality of 

the webcam , training images count and  number of clusters to build the cluster model. 

 

Meenakshi Pawar and  Pawan Singh Mehra [8], Shape based approach was used for hand gesture 

recognition.Various steps including thumb detection , feature extraction, centroid calculation and bit 
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generation are carried out.It is beneficial for visually impaired people who can make use of hand gestures 

for writing texts and preparing various electronic documents.Accuracy of the results contribute towards 

simplicity and easy implementaion without requirement of any significant amount of training or post 

processing.The proposed algorithm is simple and independent of user characteristics.The algorithm 

provides higher recognition rate with minimum computation time.The success rate has been improved from 

92.3\% to 94\% when compared to previous approach, the computation time decreased up to fraction of 

seconds. Elimination of some constraints was done, that made it even more simpler. 

 

 

 

Figure: 2.American Sign Language hand gestures. 

 

 

[3] CONCLUSION 

Study of different methods of hand gesture recognition. Light control plays crucial role in hand region 

detection. Proper positioning of hand and camera is essential. Maximum accuracy provided by using 

MLP. 

 

[4] FUTURE SCOPE 
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Various algorithms can be optimized and used for building an efficient human-machine interaction. 

Applications ranging from virtual reality to sign language recognition and robot control use gesture 

recognition system. In this paper a survey on techniques of gesture recognition system has been provided 

with key importance given to shape and texture based features. The major tools surveyed techniques 

include HMMs, thresholding, and fuzzy clustering have been reviewed and analyzed. Colored images 

with but non uniform and uniform background have been used by researchers for achieving accurate 

results.  Comparison between various gesture recognition systems have been presented with explanation 

of important parameters required for any recognition system namely input devic used, segmentation 

process and the classifier in few cases.  

 

[5] LIMITATIONS 

Irrelevant object might overlap with the hand in certain cases. Wrong object extraction occurrence, if the 

objects larger than the hand appear. Greater accuracy in result if the background is plain and uniform. 

The performance of recognition algorithm decreases when the distance greater than 1.5 meters between 

the user and the camera. A few  parameters and threshold values are defined experimentally since 

systematic approach for gesture recognition is not followed, and maximum parameters taken in this 

approach are based on assumption made after testing number of images. Variation in lighting condition 

affects accuracy. 

 

[6] APPLICATION 

Applications of hand gesture recognition system include interaction between gesture recognition software 

and MS Office/notepad, Abstract Windows Toolkit. It is used to control the mouse and keyboard 

remotely. Provides human computer interaction through gesture recognition system, some of the key 

press events are generated. The sample hand gestures are converted into corresponding key press events 

that have been assigned. Plays major role in gaming industry and medical bots. They also provide ease to 

workaholics to switch slides of presentation.  
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